The Project Captains and seniors of 2014 are happy to announce that *The Graduation Tree* – which belongs to everyone at New Farm SS – has finally emerged. The design is now complete, thanks in most part to the creative contributions of Ploy Netchang’s (year 6) parents, Russell and Pui.

Russell has worked with us to resolve the 3D design, and we are now ready to have it made. It will then be installed on the legacy wall adjacent to the Principal’s office. Mrs McGrath’s is so thrilled and proud!

It is planned that upon graduating from senior class, every student currently at New Farm will eventually place a self-decorated metal leaf upon the tree. It is intended to be fully evolved by 2020, when the current preps graduate as seniors.

The journey is not complete yet, and there is still the hurdle of raising sufficient funds to complete the project in entirety. We now have the obstathon to look forward to, and we hope that you will sponsor your child generously.

The obstathon is to be held on Wednesday 5th November ... *watch this space for updates!*

~ The Project Team ~